Abstract. In a recent paper 1] V. I. Arnold introduced three new invariants of a generic immersion of the circle to the plane. These invariants are similar to Vassiliev invariants of classical knots. In a sense they are of degree one. In this paper an investigation based on similar ideas is done for real algebraic plane projective curves. In this more algebraic setting Arnold's invariants have natural counter-parts, two of which admit de nitions in terms of the complexi cation of a curve. On the other hand, the Rokhlin complex orientation formula for a real algebraic curve bounding in its complexi cation suggests new combinatorial formulas for these two Arnold's invariants. Using the formulas I prove Arnold's conjecture. Arnold's invariants are generalized to generic collections of immersions of the circle to the projective plane and other surfaces. Some invariants of high degrees admitting similar formulas are discussed.
Introduction
This paper presents an interaction between theories of real algebraic curves and smooth immersions of the circle to plane. I have to acknowledge that the interaction exceeds my primary expectations.
The initial point was Arnold's study 1] of analogues of Vassiliev invariants for immersions of the circle. I started from a straightforward idea to apply the same approach to the theory of real plane projective algebraic curves. I hoped to get invariants which would be useful for description of topology of a real plane algebraic curve with singularities.
Almost immediately it became clear that two of three Arnold's invariants have the same behavior as the following two characteristics of real plane algebraic curve separating its complexi cation: the number of imaginary self-intersection points of a half of the complexi cation and the number of imaginary intersection points of the halves. These numbers are involved in versions of Rokhlin complex orientation formulas.
In the situations studied by Arnold there is neither complexi cation, nor hope to construct its substitute: arbitrary di erentiable immersion of the circle to the plane does not admit a complexi cation.
Nonetheless the analogy started to work. The Rokhlin complex orientation formula suggested to look for its counter-part in the theory of immersions. The formula discovered in this way allowed to prove Arnold's conjecture on the range of values of his invariants. It suggests generalizations of Arnold's invariants to the case of immersions of the circle and several copies of the circle to various other surfaces. A straightforward generalization of the formula provides in nite series of invariants of nite degree for immersions of the circle to the plane.
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1. Arnold one means an immersion without triple points and points of self-tangency. It has only ordinary double points of transversal self-intersection.
A triple point of an immersion is said to be ordinary, if the branches at the point are transversal to each other. A self-tangency point of an immersion is said to be ordinary, if the branches have distinct curvatures at the point. A self-tangency point of an immersion is called a point of direct tangency, if the velocity vectors are pointing the same direction; otherwise it is called a point of inverse tangency.
The space of all immersions is an in nite-dimensional manifold. It consists of in nitely many connected components. The components are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with integers which is provided by the Whitney index. The latter is an integer-valued characteristic of an immersion, which is called also winding number, and may be de ned as the rotation number of the velocity vector, as well as the degree of the Gauss map. It determines the immersion up to a regular homotopy, i.e. path in the space of immersions.
In the space of immersions all nongeneric immersions form a hypersurface called the discriminant hypersurface or for short the discriminant. This hypersurface is strati ed. There are three main strata (open in the discriminant):
(1) The set of all immersions without triple points, with only one double point which is not transversal, and such that this point is an ordinary direct self-tangency point. ( 2) The set of all immersions without triple points, with only one double point which is not transversal, and such that this point is an ordinary inverse self-tangency point. ( 3) The set of immersions which have only one triple point, this point is ordinary, and besides this point there are only double points of transversal self-intersection. A generic path in the space of immersions (i.e. a generic regular homotopy) intersects the discriminant hypersurface in a nite number of points, and these points belong to the main strata. Changes experienced by an immersion when it goes through the strata were called perestroikas by Arnold. They are shown in By a coorientation of a hypersurface one means a choice of one of the two parts separated by the hypersurface in a neighborhood of any of its points. Arnold 1] has constructed natural coorientations of the main strata of the discriminant hypersurface. In Figures 1.1, 1 .2 and 1.3 the pointed out direction is positive for these coorientations.
In the case of the self-tangency strata the positive direction is one in which the number of double points increases. The coorientaition of the triple point stratum is de ned as follows. A transversal passing through this stratum is positive if the new-born vanishing triangle is positive. A vanishing triangle is a triangle formed by the three branches of a curve close to a curve with a triple point. The sign of a vanishing triangle is de ned as follows. The orientation of the curve de nes a cyclic ordering of the sides of the vanishing triangle, and hence an orientation If a curve of type I is irreducible, the real part of its normalization divides the set of complex points of the normalization into two halves. The images of the halves of the normalization in the set of points of the original curve may intersect each other. However, I will call these images the halves of the curve.
Each of the halves of the normalization is oriented (as a piece of a complex curve) and induces an orientation on the real part as on its boundary. These two orientations are opposite to each other. They are called complex orientations of the real curve.
We will consider irreducible plane projective curves of degree m genus g and type I with a distinguished complex orientation. The latter means that we will consider curves with a selected half of its complexi cation.
Curves of this kind comprise a nite dimensional strati ed real algebraic variety. A curve all whose singular points are ordinary double will be called a generic curve. As is well known, generic curves comprise Zariski open set in the space of all curves described above.
2.2. Singularities of a generic curve. A generic curve has only ordinary double singularities. They are equivalent from the viewpoint of complex algebraic geometry. The real algebraic geometry distinguishes several types of them.
First, a singular point may be real or imaginary. Second, a real double point may belong to two real branches or to two imaginary branches conjugate to each other. I will call a real ordinary double point a crossing, if it is of the former type, and a solitary double point, if it is of the latter type.
Third, an imaginary double point may be a self-intersection point of one of the halves, or an intersection point of di erent halves. Denote the number of points of the former type by , the number of points of the latter type by . (Certainly, both and are even.)
In a solitary ordinary double point the choice of a half of the complexi cation determines a local orientation of RP For a generic curve A of type I by a smoothing g RA of its real part RA we will understand a smooth oriented 1-dimensional submanifold of RP 
where is (as above) the number of imaginary double points of A where di erent halves of the complexi cation meet each other. 1 Division by 2 appears here to make this notion generalizing the well-known notion for an a ne plane curve. In the de nition for the a ne situation one uses a ray instead of an entire line. In the projective situation there is no natural way to divide a line into rays, but we still have an opportunity to divide the result by 2. Another distinction from the a ne situation is that there the index may be negative. It is related to the fact that the a ne plane is orientable, while the projective plane is not. The number of injective pairs is not greater than the number of all pairs of components ofC, which is equal to l 2 ?l 
.C).
In this Section the problem of generalizing of J to new situations is considered. The main object is a generic collection C of k circles immersed into a surface F. Here by genericity I mean basically the same as in the case of a single immersed circle: intersections and self-intersections are transversal and at each point of F there are at most two branches of C. By a generalization of J + (respectively, J ? ) I mean a numerical characteristic of a generic collection which is invariant under regular homotopy in the class of generic collections of immersed circles and satis es 1.2.B (respectively, 1.2.C).
The most interesting question about this is the one on existence of such a characteristic for collections of curves of a given regular homotopy class. It can be solved by studying the strati cation of the space of such collections, as it was done by Arnold 1] for single immersions of circle to plane. In this Section another approach suggested by Theorem 3.1.A is used.
The question of uniqueness has an obvious solution: to a characteristic of a generic collection of immersed circles one can add any function of a regular homotopy class to get another characteristic satisfying the same conditions, and any characteristic satisfying these conditions can be obtained in this way.
It is su cient to consider the problems only for J ? , since for a characteristic J ? satisfying the de nition above for a generalization of J ? the characteristic J ? (C) + the number of double points of C satis es our de nition for a generalization of J In the case of RP 2 all this arguments are still valid besides the following two points: rst, C may be non-homologous to zero; second, the projective plane is not orientable therefore the index is de ned up to multiplication by ?1. Fortunately, both obstructions are easy to overcome. To overcome the rst one it is enough to take rational homology instead of integer one, or even homology with ] coe cients. As for the second one, we need only the square of the index. This approach is easy to apply to generic immersions of a collection of circles into a connected surface F with H 2 (F) = 0 realizing the zero rational homology class.
Indeed, for a generic collection C of k circles immersed to a connected surface F and realizing the zero element of H 1 (F; Q), we construct a smoothingC, then nd a homology class in H 2 (F;C; Q) whose image under the boundary homomorphism ; C) of a chain bounded by C is not unique, because one can add to such a class the fundamental class of S 2 multiplied by any integer. Thus, contrary to the case of a ne and projective planes, in the sphere, at rst glance, there is no index of a point with respect to a 1-cycle. However, for a 1-cycle, which is a collection of immersed circles, there is a nice replacement for the index.
Recall that for a collection C of circles immersed to R 2 there is a well-de ned number w(C) which is called winding number Proof. Observe that the formula is correct for x belonging to the outer component of R 2 r C (where both sides are equal to zero) and that both sides changes by the same quantity when x jumps over a branch of C. Lemma 2 suggests a way to characterize 1 2 w K (x) as a reasonable choice for index without appeal to di erential topology: consider all functions ind K obtained as above from chains with boundary K and select one of them satisfying the identity Z S 2 rK
This rule assumes that K is a collection of disjoint embedded circles. In general case, one has to either smooth singularities, or change the integral extending the function ind K over K and taking the integral over the whole S The latter formula allows to rewrite our de nition (4.1) of J ? (C) for a spherical curve in terms of arbitrary chain with boundary e C: The same construction can be applied to a generic collection of circles immersed in any surface (not only torus) such that each of the circles is contractible in the surface. If the surface is orientable, but not T then one can apply the construction of the previous section. The results di er. This suggests that M r may be an invariant of degree r ? 1. Below it is proved to be the case.
Following to the general scheme of de nition of nite degree invariants, for any characteristic of generic immersions of the circle to the plane which is locally constant on the space of generic immersions, one de nes its rst derivative. It is a characteristic of immersions having only one double point which is not ordinary and this point is either ordinary triple or ordinary self-tangency point. On such a curve the rst derivative of the original characteristic is de ned to be the di erence between the values of the original characteristic on the adjacent generic immersions. In other words, it is the jump of the original characteristic happening at the corresponding perestroika. Of course, to de ne it, one has to specify a direction of the perestroika (a coorientation of the stratum of the discriminant hypersurface). In the case of self-tangency there is a natural direction: from curves with less double points to curves with more double points. In the case of triple points a coorientation was de ned by Arnold 1] , see Section 1.1 above. However we will need another local coorientation. 5.1.A. For any r a direct self-tangency perestroika of C does not change M r (C). This is obvious: e C does not change under a direct self-tangency perestroika. See Studying M r one has to distinguish two kinds of the triple point perestroikas. At the moment of perestroika at the triple point take vectors tangent to the branches and directed according to their orientations. If one of the vectors can be presented as a linear combination of the other two vectors with positive coe cients, the perestroika is said to be weak, otherwise it is said to be strong. See Figure 5 .1. M r (C) changes under an inverse self tangency perestroika if r > 1 , and under a strong triple point perestroika if r > 2. To describe the change, let me introduce the following notion.
For a multiple point p of a circle C immersed to the plane let index of p be the minimal number i such that there exists a small perturbation C 0 of C and a point p 0 in R 2 r C" arbitrary close to p and having index i with respect to C 0 . For example, the index of an inverse self-tangency point is equal to the index of the narrow adjacent domains if the latter is smaller than the index of the adjacent wide domains. Otherwise it is smaller by 2 than the index of the adjacent narrow domains. See Proof. The corresponding perestroika of e C replaces a vanishing arc by two arcs and the disk bounding by the vanishing newborn oval. See Figure 5 .3. It means that there is a homeomorphism mapping the complement of the arc onto the complement of the two arcs and the disk and mapping e C before the perestroika to e C after it. The homeomorphism preserves index. Thus the di erence between the integrals is the integral over the newborn disk and two arcs minus the integral over the vanishing arc. It is easy to see that it is (i + 2) r ? 2(i + 1) r + i r . Figure 5.3 In the case of a strong triple point its index is i if the adjacent domains have indices i + 1 and i + 2, because then there is a perturbation with a vanishing triangle borning in the place of the point with having index i. There are only two topologically distinct perturbations. In the other perturbation the vanishing triangle has index i + 3. See Figure 5 .4 The proof is similar to the proof of 5.1.C above. On the set of plane curves with a single nonordinary multiple point, the index of this point is an invariant of degree 1: a generic perestroika changes it by a constant depending only on the local structure of the perestroika. Therefore polynomial functions of the index of this point are invariants of nite degree. Thus the theorems of this section imply that M r (C) are invariants of C of nite degree. 5.3. Analogy with knot polynomial invariants. Thus the polynomialP C (q) is very similar to the quantum knot polynomial invariants like the Jones polynomial. Substituting instead of q the exponent e h provides the power series in h whose coe cients are invariants of nite degree. Behavior of P C (q) under perestroikas of C is similar to the skein relations. It allows to calculate P C (q) inductively, using any regular homotopy connecting C with an immersion whose polynomial is known. Formula (5.4) can be viewed as an analogue of face state sum formulas for knot quantum polynomials.
